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2020-2021 Winter
Time again for my annual Winter Weather Outlook. Here's just a small part of the items I 
considered this year and how I think they will play out with our winter of 2020-2021.

El Nino / La Nina: When looking at the El Nino / La Nina, you must look at how strong it 
is, when will it peak, how fast will it fade and where in the Pacific Ocean is it strongest. This 
year we are in a La Nina. It's actually a moderate and could even slip into a strong La Nina 
phase during the winter months.  Here's a chart of the forecast of the ENSO and as you can 
see it is forecast to be as low as -1.5 which is the cut off between a moderate and a strong La 
Nina.
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Here’s what a moderate La Nina usually brings to  the nation with temperatures:
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Here is what a moderate La Nina usually brings with precipitation:
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Here is what a strong La Nina usually brings to the country with temperatures:
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Here's what a strong La Nina usually brings as far as precipitation:

As you can see, in years with a moderate to strong La Nina, we tend to see a 
warmer than normal winter.  We also tend to see a little wetter than normal winter.  
Right now, I think we will be right at the border of a moderate to strong La Nina.
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Pacific Decadal Oscillation ( PDO ): This oscillation as the name implies, tends to 
last for a decade or longer, actually around 20 - 25 years. We were in the "cool" phase 
of the PDO from about the middle 1940's till the late 1970's. We then went into the 
"warm" phase of this oscillation from the late 1970's until about 2000. Since around 
2000, we have gone back into the "cool" phase and stayed there until about 2015 but 
has switched back into a “warm phase" a few years ago. I think the current warm 
phase of the PDO will trend back closer to neutral or even into the cooler phase the 
winter goes on.

Here's a graph of the PDO trends since 1900:
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Ocean and Gulf of Mexico temperature profiles: Depending on what the temperature 
profiles look like in these areas, will help determine where storms may be more likely to 
form and where they will track. Will a high pressure be more likely to form in the 
southeast or will low pressure be more likely there during the winter, this can greatly 
impact temperatures and storm tracks for us in this area. This year we are looking at a 
moderate to strong La Nina in the Pacific.  Plus the warm water in the Gulf of Mexico 
and along the east coast was factored it.  A major player I believe is the warm water 
along the west coast and the north Pacific. Since 70% of the globe is covered in water, 
this plays a major role in the way weather patterns set up during the winter.
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Indian Ocean Dipole ( IOD ). We watch the sea surface temps in the Indian 
Ocean and when it’s colder in the eastern Indian Ocean, we call that a + IOD.  
When the surface water temps are colder in the western Indian Ocean, we call that a 
–IOD.  This can also have an impact on global wind currents and can also enhance 
things like El Nino and La Nina in the Pacific Ocean.  Here’s what it looks like as 
of early November and it’s in a fairly neutral stage now.
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North Atlantic Oscillation ( NAO ): Just like the PDO, this also will oscillate but on 
a much shorter time period. The NAO is very difficult to predict much more than a 
couple of weeks in general and then it's not always predicted well. When the NAO 
goes into a negative value, we generally have colder than normal temperatures and 
when it's positive, we normally have warmer than normal weather. The NAO has been 
mainly running mostly positive since about early September but did go negative in 
early to mid October and we were colder during that time period.  I think it will 
average more positive than negative for the winter.  Here's the NAO chart since the 
summer. 
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Arctic Oscillation ( AO ): This works similar to the NAO and when 
negative, we have colder weather and positive brings warmer 
weather. It’s been running positive since late October for the fall but 
has gone negative now into November.  Hard to say for sure where it 
will be most of the winter but the trend has shown some negative 
readings as we near the start of winter.
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Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO): This is based on the sea surface 
temperatures mainly in the northern Atlantic Ocean.  It’s currently in the “warm phase”.  
We are still learning about the AMO but we tend to see more of a “blocking” pattern 
when it’s in the warm phase and this brings shots of colder weather into the eastern part 
of the United States during the winter.
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Snowpack in Canada and the US: This helps to show how much modification 
air masses will have when coming down from the cold far northern reaches of 
Canada and Alaska. The snowpack here in mid November is much less than this 
time last year.  Notice a heavier snow pack in the rocky mountain states and 
southern Canada.  Unless this changes soon, this would favor less cold for at 
least the start of winter.
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Sun activity: The sun had been fairly active for a few years but reached a peak a few 
years ago and is now near a bottom out time. There are still many questions on what 
impact we see with long term temperature predictions and solar activity. Some newer 
studies show that less sunspots can result in less solar radiation impacting the Earth’s 
atmosphere. As a result, more ozone can build in the stratosphere, and more warming 
occurs in the stratosphere.  By warming the stratosphere over the Arctic regions, it helps 
to render the polar vortex (PV) weaker, where it can become easily displaced or split.  A 
disruption of the polar vortex from the polar regions helps to funnel colder air 
southward into the United States. Here's a chart of the solar activity since the mid 
1990s and as you can see we reached a low around 2009 but has reached a peak around 
2014 and is now on the decline.  Sun spot activity is the lowest since the last min in 
2008.  We are also forecast to stay in a low solar cycle for a while.
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Fall trends: I look at how weather patterns in October and November from the past 
compare to this year and how past winters in those years turned out.  Many times we 
find that a warm November brings a warmer than normal winter and a colder 
November will many times bring on a colder than normal winter and this November 
will be warmer than normal and maybe well above normal.  That would give reason to 
think we will have a warmer than normal winter.  We can sometimes get a clue to the 
storm tracks we will see in the winter based on what happens in the fall.

After taking all those things into consideration along with a few others, I came up with
what we call "analog years." These are years when things like La Nina, PDO, 
hurricane season, sun activity and so on are similar. I came up with the following 
analog years that I used: ’88-‘89,  ’95-96,  ’98-‘99,  ’99-’00 ’00-‘01,  ’07-’08, ’08-‘09,  
’10-‘11,  ’17-‘18. 

I then give each analog year a weight value based on how close I think it is and come 
up with a formula to produce some numbers to be used in my winter outlook. The four 
analog years I like the most in order of weighted value are ’95-’96, '99-'00, ’17-’18 
and the one I find  the closest is ’10-11. 
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Here’s what my analog years produced across the country with temperatures:
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Here’s a look at precipitation in those same analog years:
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So now I will show the temps of the analog years with my weighted values added:
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Clearly a colder pattern in the northern part of the country and warmer 
west and south with this area right on the border between colder and 
warmer.
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Here’s the weighted value analogs for precipitation:
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Drier in the south and SE and little wetter than normal in our area.
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So after much work on it this year, here is my Winter Outlook.

Walker's Winter Outlook 2020-2021

1. An “active winter” this year
2. First 2” or above snow not till after December 12th
3. No white Christmas this year (At least 1” snow on the ground Christmas 
Morning)
4.  More “Clipper” systems this year
5.  Lots of windy days this winter
6.  Big temperature extremes with the swing from highest to lowest temp at least 60 
degrees
7. More subzero days than last year (about 3 this winter)
8. Coldest part of the winter will be the first half
9. At least two record or near high temperatures
10. Couple of strong / severe t-storm outbreaks this year (possible winter tornado)
11. Coldest period looks like from mid to late December to mid January
12. High ice risk this winter. Few small events, increased chance of a big ice event!
13. February temps will be above normal
14. March temps will be below normal
15. Some snow in March
16. Slow start to spring
17. Good chance of a temperature lock with warmer than normal temps for several 
days straight
18. Temperature will be ABOVE normal
Forecast is 32.5                Normal is   31.1
19. Precipitation will be ABOVE normal
Forecast is 9.50"             Normal is   8.88"
20. Snowfall will be BELOW normal
Forecast is 14.5“             Normal is  16.5"

Need to print just this page:  CLICK HERE

https://www.mywabashvalley.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/62/2020/11/Walkers_Winter_Outlook_2020_2021_Just-Results-Page.pdf
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